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Abstract: Today most of the people use internet for transferring important messages over
the internet which may be of company related or college or self related messages. But for
websites through which we transfer money or our important messages to other persons, it is
required to maintain our transactions or discussion secure. And for this, we require proper
cryptographic algorithm which will maintain security over the internet. So this paper
presents the new cryptography algorithm for security.
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INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is useful when sender and receiver send messages to each other and they want
to keep their data secrete. For this, we use four terms:
1) Plain text
3) Encryption

2) Cipher text
4) Decryption

Plain text is our actual data which we want to send and receive. Cipher text is the data which is
in non-readable format to get security. In encryption, we convert plain text into cipher text and
in decryption; we convert cipher text into plain text. Figure 1 shows Plain text, Cipher text,
Encryption, Decryption:

Fig. 1 Image Which Contains Plain Text, Cipher Text, Encryption, Decryption [1]
LITERATURE REVIEW:
Meaning of the cryptography is writing secrete things [2] so that it is hard to crack original data
for hackers. We can use either ‘transposition technique’ or ‘substitution technique’.
1) Transposition Technique: In this, we replace one or more characters with other
characters.(3) E.g.: We can replace z with y etc.
2) Substitution Technique: In this, we rearrange the text. Example: Replace 1st character with
4th, 2nd with 5th, etc.(3) E.g.: We can replace 6th character with 1st character etc.
Implementation:
We take “cryptography is great” as a plain text.
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Encryption:
Step 1: Draw three circles and each must be divided into 8 equal parts; Second Circle, First
Circle, Third Circle respectively. This is shown in the figure 2:

Fig 2 Second Circle, First Circle and Third Circle each of which is divided into 8 equal parts
Step 2: Write the first character into section 1 of second circle, second character of first world
into section 2 and so on. If second circle is completed by all the characters then go to the first
circle, write down the respected character into section 9[section 9`s character is the character
which comes after the 8th section`s character]. Then complete the first circle. After completing
the first circle, go to third circle and fill the remaining section of the third circle by writing
respective section number if the characters are not present in the words. All the three circles
with filled characters and numbers are shown in figure 3:

Fig. 3 All the three circles with filled characters and numbers
Step 3: Combine all the characters and that will be our cipher text.
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Descryption:
Step 1: Draw three circles and each must be divided into 8 equal parts; Second Circle, First
Circle, Third Circle respectively. This is shown in the figure 4:

Fig. 4 Second Circle, First Circle and Third Circle each of which is divided into 8 equal parts
Step 2: Put first character of the cipher text in section 9 of the circle two. And second character
to the section 13 which is exactly in front of the section 9 of circle two, third character to
section 1 and fourth character to section 5, fifth character to section 17, sixth character to
section 21,seventh character to section ten, eighth character to section 14 which is exactly
opposite to section 10, ninth character to section two and tenth character to section six,
eleventh character to section eighteenth, 12th character to section 22 and keep on inserting
the characters in the different sections of the circles clockwise till the end of the circle section.
All the three circles with filled characters and numbers are shown in figure 5:

Fig. 5 All the three circles with filled characters and numbers
Step 3: Write down characters from section 1 to section 24 respectively and that will be the
plain text which we want.
Thus the plain text obtained is: CRYPTOGRAPHY IS GREAT
Note: From word 1 to words 3, draw 3 circles which will be divided into 8 equal parts each. If
sections of the circles are remaining blank then put that respected section number over there.
If there are more characters in the 1 to 3 words[i.e. more than 24 characters] then only add
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fourth circle which should be divided into same 8 equal sections and follow the sequence of the
circle as first, second, third, fourth etc for encryption as well as decryption.
CONCLUSION:
By using this algorithm, we will get security since we are putting all the numbers or characters
of all the words into different section of the circles and for writing cipher text and plain text, we
are putting exactly opposite section`s characters together which will be harder for hacker to
hack the cipher text.
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